Online Conflict Management
WHY? Our world is plagued with conflict and devastating violence everywhere you look:

- **WORKPLACE BULLYING**
- **VIOLENCE AT HOME**
- **BULLYING IN SCHOOLS**
- **VIOLENCE ON THE STREETS**
HOW? Technology and the human heart:

1. BRĀV USES TECHNOLOGY TO FACILITATE A NEW WAY TO SOLVE PROBLEMS

2. ONLINE RESOURCE OF CARING INDIVIDUALS FOR SUPPORT

3. MAINTAINING THE UTMOST VALUES TO UPHOLD PRIVACY

ONE GOAL: NONVIOLENT CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
WHO? People a part of different organizations and establishments:

- Students
- Employees of workplaces
- Civic organizations
- Sports leagues
- Churches
- Families
TECHNOLOGY

To facilitate the best experience and individual’s need

MULTIPLE TYPES OF ONLINE COMMUNICATION INCLUDING VIDEOCHAT MEDIATION

GAMES, VISUALS, AND COMMUNICATION FOR TRAINING COMMUNITY MEMBERS TO BECOME BRĀV ONES

PLATFORM TO LEARN CONFLICT MANAGEMENT SKILLS

PRIVACY CONCERNS ADDRESSED WITH LATEST GRAPHICS
PLATFORM
Secure online conflict management

TRAINED COMMUNITY MEMBERS AS CONFLICT MANAGERS

on messaging
email
face-to-face video chats

INTEGRATION OF BRÄV TRAINERS IN

schools
organizations
workplaces
and all corners of society
## BENEFITS

### INDIVIDUAL
- Improvement of conflict management skill set
- Use skill set for future issues
- Empowerment through direct compromise

### BRĀV ONES
- Serve as neutral third parties providing non-bias information
- Problem solving through Brāv Ones can save money for potential legal costs

### MANAGEMENT
- Early intervention is possible prior to escalation and potential legal action
- Provides accountability that is crucial for maintaining peace, and preventing future conflict
- Greater potential for long lasting personal and professional relationships
- Use of latest technology improves engagement equals a greater possibility of nonviolent conflict management

CONTACT US: INFO@BRAV.ORG